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Abstract: Community detection and its retrieval is one of the 

most relevant and important topics in graph mining. Hence it is 
treated as one of the important applications in the field of social 
network analysis. Community detection plays an important role in 
a large community graph by enabling and selecting the desired 
community’s sub-graph. The proposed algorithm detects and 
extracts the desired sub-community graph from a compressed 
community graph for further analysis purpose. The authors 
present both theoretical and experimental results with three 
benchmark social networks. The proposed technique is efficient in 
terms of complexities. 
 

Keywords: adjacency community matrix, community graph, 
sub-community graph, self-loop or cycle, weights. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In data mining one of the hot research topics is the analysis 
of complex networks. Community network is one of the 
examples of social network. A community can also be 
considered as cluster, is referred to as vertices with a high 
density of edges among the graph [11]. The detected 
community provides reliable information of the structural 
properties of the community network [4, 11], the interactions 
information among the agents of a network [3] or the role of 
the agents to develop inside the network [16]. Detection of 
disjoint communities in undirected and un-weighted 
networks by maximizing WCC (is a metric based on triangle 
structures in a community) by using the method Scalable 
Community Detection (SCD) and also proposed community 
metric [17]. A community or a module or a cluster can be 
considered as a group of nodes with more connectivity 
amongst its members than between its members [11]. Such 
groups of nodes or communities are said to be as one 
organizational unit in social networks [2, 5, 15]. The authors 
propose an efficient method of community detection and its 
retrieval of sub-community graph from a compressed 
community graph. It is an extended work of "Algorithm for 
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Retrieval of Sub-Community Graph from a Compressed 
Community Graph Using Graph Mining Technique" [13]. 
The goal of this work is to detect sub-community graph by 
expanding the compressed community graph. The proposed 
has been implemented by using three benchmark community 
networks viz. Dolphins Network [10], Zachary’s Karate Club 
[19], and Football Team Graph [7]. 

II.  LITERATURE  SURVEY 

The authors observe different community detection 
algorithms with different strategies in the literature. So, one 
of the community detection algorithms is maximizing 
modularity [7]. The algorithm reports that modularity has 
resolution limits [1, 6]. In a large graph, the modularity 
technique is unable to detect small and well defined 
communities. However a tree-like structure is created by 
maximization, which is unable to consider as communities. 
Due to the above reason a multilevel approach has been 
proposed which is able to construct graphs with hundreds of 
millions of objects [3]. The created graph quality of results 
decreases when size of the graph is considerably increases 
[8].  

An important tool called Random walk which is the 
combination of several community detection algorithms in 
one place. Random walk strategy has been used in Walktrap 
[12]. Another community detection algorithm is Infomap 
[14] which adapts random walks technique. According to the 
comparison of community detection algorithms performed 
by Lancichinetti et al. [8], Infomap algorithm is considered as 
the best community detection algorithms. The algorithm 
BigClam is proposed by [18] which are based on computing 
an affiliation of vertices to communities that maximizes an 
objective function using non negative matrix factorization. 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

A.  Algorithm for Extraction of Sub-Community Graph 

Algorithm ExCompComGra( ) [ Algorithm convention [9] 
] 
Cnum: Community number of community sub-graph to 
extract. 
nc: Number of communities. 
TNC: To store total number of community members. 
CNTA[nc][3]: Matrix to hold community numbers, total 
community members, and Actual edges of  community. 
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CCMatrix[nc+1][nc+1]: Compressed Community 
Adjacency Matrix of order (nc+1)X(nc+1). 
EXAM[TNC+1][TNC+1]: Expanded adjacency matrix of 
order (TNC+1)X(TNC+1). 
"CommData.Txt": Data file to contain total number of  
communities, community code, and number of members in 
each community. 
"TotEdge.Txt": Data file to contain total number of edges in 
the same community as well as dissimilar edges among the 
communities. 
"EdgeData.Txt": Data file to contain the edge details of the 
community members i.e. "From Community Member" and 
"To Community Member". 
"Eadjmat.Txt": Data file to write the expanded compressed 
community adjacency matrix. 
{  
   open("CommData.txt"); // to open the file  
   read(nc); // to read number of communities 
 i:=1; 
while(Not EOF()) 
{  
   read(CNTA[i][1]);     
   read(CNTA[i][2]);     
   i:=i+1;  
 } 
close("CommData.Txt");  // to close the file  
// to assign the community codes 
   for i:=2 to (nc+1) do 
   { 
    CCMatrix[1][i] := CNTA[i-1][1];   // in first row  
    CCMatrix[i][1] := CNTA[i-1][1];   // in first column 
    } 
     open("TotEdge.Txt");   // to open the file   
for i:=1 to to (nc+1) do 
   for j:=1 to (nc+1) do 
       read(CCMatrix[i+1][j+1]);    // to read ncXnc data  
close("TotEdge.txt"); 
// to display Compressed Community Adjacency Matrix 
 for i:=1 to (nc+1) do 
   for j:=1 to (nc+1) do  
    display(CCMatrix[i][j]); 
// to calculate number of similar community edges 
for i:=2 to (nc+1) do     
   CNTA[i-1][3] := CCMatrix[i][i]; 
EdgeVerification( );  // procedure for edge verification 
TNC:=0; 
    for i:=1 to n do 
       TNC := TNC + CNTA[i][2]; 
Index:=2;   code:=0;   mcode:=0; 
for i:=1 to nc do  // to assign Community Member Codes 
{  
   code := 10*CNTA[i][1]; 
   for j:=1 to CNTA[i][2] do { 
     if(j>=1 and j<=9) mcode := code + j; 
     if(j>=10 and j<=99) mcode := (code*10) + j; 
     EXAM[1][Index] := mcode;  // row assignment 
     EXAM[Index][1] := mcode;  // column assignment 
     Index := Index+1;   
  } 
 } 
open("EdgeData.Txt"); // to open the file   
while(Not EOF()) 
{  
   read(rc); // to read "From Community Member Code" 

   read(cc);   // to read "To Community Member Code" 
for i:=2 to (TNC+1) do 
     if (EXAM[i][1]=rc) break;   // to detect row-side  
for j:=2 to (TNC+1) do 
     if (EXAM[1][j]=cc) break;  // to detect column-side  
// to assign edge value 1 on row-side and column-side 
EXAM[i][j] := EXAM[j][i] := 1;  
} 
close("EdgeData.Txt");  // to close the file 
//  to open the file for writing EXAM[ ][ ] matrix 
open("Eadjmat.Txt");    
     for i:=1 to (TNC+1) do 
       for j:=1 to (TNC+1) do 
       write(EXAM[i][j]); 
close("Eadjmat.Txt");   // to close the file 
read(Cnum); // to read community number from the user 
// procedure to extract Cnum sub-community matrix 
Extraction (Cnum);   
} 

B. Procedure for Edge Verification  

Procedure EdgeVerification( ) 
rc, cc: To assign "from node code" and "to node code" from 
dataset file. 
code: To assign the community code. 
count: To count number of edges. 
csum: To assign the total edges. 
{    
    open("EdgeData.Txt"); // to open the file 
     j:=1;   
     count:=0; 
    while(Not EOF()) 
    {   
        read(rc);    // to read "from community code"  
        read(cc);   // to read "to community code" 
        if(rc>=10 and rc<=99) code:=rc/10; 
        if(rc>=100 and rc<=999) code:=rc/100; 
    if(code=j) count:=count+1; 
   else  
  {  
    csum:=0; 
    for i:=j to (nc+1) do 
        if(i=j) csum:=csum+CCMatrix[j][i]/2; 
           else csum:=csum+CCMatrix[j][i]; 
if(count≠csum) {display("Edges not Matched"); exit; } 
            j:=j+1;   
           count:=1;  
      } 
   } 
      csum:=0; 
      for i:=j to (nc+1) do 
         if(i=j) csum:=csum+CCMatrix[j][i]/2;  
           else csum:=csum+CCMatrix[j][i]; 
   // to check the last node's edges 
if(count≠csum) {display("Edges not Matched"); exit;} 
close("EdgeData.Txt");  // to close the file 
} 
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C. Procedure for Extraction of Sub-Community 
Adjacency Matrix 

Procedure Extraction (Cnum) 
Cnum: Community number for detection and extraction as 
sub-community adjacency matrix. 
Low, Up: To assign Lower Bound Index and Upper Bound 
Index of sub-community adjacency matrix.  
code: To assign the community member code. 
{  
  Flag := 0;  
  for i:=2 to (TNC+1) do 
  { 
   if(Cnum>=1 and Cnum<=9)  
  { 
     if(EXAM[1][i]>=10 and EXAM[1][i]<=99)  
                                       code := EXAM[1][i]/10; 
     if(EXAM[1][i]>=100 and EXAM[1][i]<=999)  
                                       code := EXAM[1][i]/100;   
   } 
  if(Cnum>=10 and Cnum<=99)  
  { 
     if(EXAM[1][i]>=100 and EXAM[1][i]<=999)  
                                     code := EXAM[1][i]/10; 
     if(EXAM[1][i]>=1000 and EXAM[1][i]<=9999)  
                                     code := EXAM[1][i]/100;   
    } 
   if (Cnum = code)  
   { 
     if (Flag = 0) {  Flag := 1;   Low := i; } 
     Up := i;   
    } 
   } 
   // to extract Cnum Sub-Community adjacency matrix 
   if (Flag = 1)   
  { 
    for i:=Low to Up do  
    { 
     display(EXAM[i][1]); 
         for j:=Low to Up do 
             display(EXAM[i][j]);   
     }   
    } 
   else display("not found"); 
} 
 

The algorithm, ExCompComGra( ) has two procedures 
namely EdgeVerification( ) and Extraction(Cnum). The 
algorithm opens the 1st dataset file, "CommData.Txt" which 
contains total numbers of communities, unique community 
codes, number of members in each community, and the 
community members’ code of the compressed community 

graph. These data are read from the dataset file and assigned 
to the matrix, CNTA[nc][3]. 

Then the algorithm opens the 2nd dataset file, 
"TotEdge.Txt" which contains the compressed community 
graph’s edge details i.e., similar edges as well as dissimilar 

edges of all the nc-communities. These details are read and 
assigned to the matrix, CCMatrix[nc+1][nc+1]. The similar 
edges of nc-communities are collected diagonally from the 
matrix, CCMatrix[nc+1][nc+1] and assigned to the 3rd 
column of the matrix, CNTA[nc][3].  

The 1st procedure, EdgeVerification( ) which verifies the 
total edges (i.e. both similar and dissimilar edges) available in 

the matrix, CCMatrix[nc+1][nc+1] and the 3rd dataset file, 
"EdgeData.Txt". If the total edges from both the sources are 
not same, then the procedure stops by displaying a proper 
message. 

Then the algorithm generates the community members’ 

code by using the 1st column and the 2nd column of the matrix, 
CNTA[nc][3]. These members’ code are assigned at the 1st 
row and 1st column of the matrix, EXAM[TNC+1][TNC+1]. 
Then the algorithm opens the 3rd dataset file, "EdgeData.Txt" 
which contains the edge details of the expanded community 
graph and these details are assigned to the matrix, 
EXAM[TNC+1][TNC+1]. Finally, the algorithm opens 
another file, "EadjMat.Txt" for writing the expanded 
adjacency matrix, EXAM[TNC+1][TNC+1]. 

Finally, the algorithm calls the 2nd procedure, Extraction 
(Cnum) for extraction of Cnum sub-adjacency matrix from 
the expanded adjacency matrix, EXAM[TNC+1][TNC+1]. If 
Cnum is found in the expanded adjacency matrix, 
EXAM[TNC+1][TNC+1], then the procedure successfully 
retrieves the sub-community adjacency matrix of Cnum. 
Otherwise it displays a proper message. The time complexity 
of the extended algorithm is O(n2). 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

D. Example-I (Zachary’s Karate Club) 

 

Fig. 1. Compressed Karate community graph. 

 

Fig. 2. Compressed Karate community graph datasets. 
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The karate club has 34 members at a US university, 
described by Wayne Zachary [19]. 

 These 34 members have been divided into four clubs C1, 
C2, C3, and C4 whose member codes are assigned from 1 to 
34. Hence the compressed karate community graph has four 
clubs or communities C1, C2, C3, and C4; which has total 
numbers of similar edges 6, 6, 19, and 20 respectively.  

These similar edges are the total edges among its members 
and considered as self-loop or cycle which is the weight of 
the club or community C1. Similarly, the total numbers of 
dissimilar edges (i.e. weights) from C1 to C3 is 4 (i.e. total 
edges between the members of club or communities C1 and 
C3), C2 to C3 is 3, C2 to C4 is 6, and C3 to C4 is 4 respectively 
and depicted in "Fig. 1". 

The authors have created three datasets and depicted in 
"Fig. 2".The 1st dataset contains the total numbers of clubs or 
communities, the codes of clubs or communities, the total 
numbers of club or community members, and the members’ 

respective code and depicted in "Fig. 2(i)". 
The 2nd dataset contains edge details of karate community 

members and depicted in "Fig. 2(ii)". Similarly, the 3rd 
dataset contains the total edge details (i.e. similar edges and 
dissimilar edges) of compressed karate community graph and 
depicted in "Fig. 2(iii)". The diagonal data represents the total 
numbers of similar edges of the communities C1, C2, C3, and 
C4 respectively. 

E. Result-I 

 

Fig. 3. Karate community adjacency matrix. 

 

Fig. 4. Karate community-4’s sub-adjacency matrix. 

 

Fig. 5. Expanded Karate community graph. 

The expanded karate community adjacency matrix is 
depicted in "Fig. 3". The community-4’s sub-adjacency 
matrix has been extracted successfully and depicted in "Fig. 
4". Finally, the authors have drawn the expanded karate 
community graph from "Fig. 3" and depicted in "Fig. 5". The 
blue color edges are the indication of dissimilar edges 
between the dissimilar community’s members. 

F. Example-II (Dolphin Network) 
The dolphin social network has 62 dolphins and there is a 

frequent association among them, compiled by Lusseau et al. 
[10]. The 62 dolphins are divided into four communities C1, 
C2, C3, and C4. The dolphins’ codes are assigned from 1 to 62. 
The communities C1, C2, C3, and C4 have total numbers of 
similar edges 36, 10, 26, and 36 respectively. These similar 
edges are considered as self-loop or cycle which is the weight 
of the respected community. Similarly, the total numbers of 
dissimilar edges (i.e. weights) from C1 to C2 is 3 (i.e. total 
edges between the members of communities C1 and C2), C1 to 
C4 is 4, C2 to C3 is 3, C2 to C4 is 4, and C3 to C4 is 13 
respectively and depicted in "Fig. 6". 

 

Fig. 6. Compressed Dolphin community graph. 
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Fig. 7. Compressed Dolphin community graph datasets. 

The authors have created three datasets for the compressed 
dolphin community graph depicted in "Figure 7". The 1st 
dataset contains the total numbers of communities, the unique 
codes of communities, the total numbers of dolphin 
members, and the dolphin members’ respective code and 

depicted in "Fig. 7(i)".The 2nd dataset contains the edge 
details of the dolphin community members and depicted in 
"Fig. 7(ii)". Similarly, the 3rd dataset contains the total edge 
details (both similar and dissimilar edges) of the compressed 
dolphin community graph and depicted in "Fig. 7(iii)".  

The diagonal data represents the total numbers of similar 
edges related to the communities C1, C2, C3, and C4 
respectively. 

G. Result-II 

The expanded dolphin community adjacency matrix is 
depicted in "Fig. 8". The community-2’s sub-adjacency 
matrix has been retrieved successfully and depicted in "Fig. 
9". The authors have drawn the expanded dolphin community 
graph from "Fig. 8" and depicted in "Fig. 10". The edges in 
blue color are the indication of dissimilar edges between the 
dissimilar community’s members. 

 
Fig. 8. Dolphin community adjacency matrix. 

 
Fig. 9. Dolphin community-2’s sub-adjacency matrix. 

 
Fig. 10. Expanded Dolphin community graph. 

H. Example-III (Football Team Graph) 
The network of American football games between Division 

IA Colleges has 115 numbers of football teams, compiled by 
Girvan & Newman, 2002[7]. The authors have considered 
the above benchmark example of football team community 
graph and divided 115 football teams into twelve clubs or 
communities C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, C11, and 
C12 respectively. These clubs or communities have total 
numbers of similar edges 36, 26, 44, 48, 31, 1, 50, 28, 40, 48, 
10, and 30 respectively. These similar edges of clubs or 
communities are considered as self-loop or cycle which is the 
weight of the respected community and depicted in "Fig. 11". 
Similarly, the total numbers of dissimilar edges (i.e. weights) 
from C1 to C2 is 5(i.e. total edges between the members of 
communities C1 and C2), C1 to C3 is 2, C1 to C4 is 1, and so on. 

 

 
Fig. 11. Compressed Football community graph. 

 
Fig. 12. Compressed Football community graph 

datasets. 
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The authors have created three datasets for the compressed 
football community graph and depicted in "Fig. 12". The 1st 
dataset contains total numbers of clubs or communities, the 
unique codes of clubs or communities, and the total number 
of football teams present in each club or community. Here the 
football teams of each club or community is numbered from 1 
to n depicted in "Fig. 12(i)". The 2nd dataset contains the edge 
details of football teams and depicted in "Fig. 12(ii)". 
Similarly, the 3rd dataset contains the total edge details (i.e. 
similar and dissimilar edges of football teams) of the 
compressed football community graph. The diagonal data 
represents the total numbers of similar edges of the clubs or 
communities C1 to C12 depicted in "Fig. 12(iii)". 
I. Result-III 

The expanded football community adjacency matrix is 
depicted in "Fig. 13". The authors have successfully retrieved 
the football community-7’s sub-adjacency matrix depicted in 
"Fig. 14". Finally, the authors have drawn the expanded 
football community graph from "Fig. 13" and depicted in 
"Fig. 15". 

 
Fig. 13. Football community adjacency matrix 

 
Fig. 14. Football community-7’s sub-adjacency matrix. 

 
Fig. 15. Expanded Football community graph. 

The algorithm was implemented in TurboC++ 
programming language. The experiment was run on Intel 
Core I5-3230M CPU + 2.60 GHz Laptop with 4GB memory 
running MS-Windows 7. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper is an extended work for detection and retrieval 
of a particular sub-community graph from a compressed 
community graph. The earlier literature findings, example 
and algorithm are available in the article [13]. The proposed 
algorithm has successfully extracted three benchmark 

community graphs’ sub-community graph from their 
respective compressed community graphs. The overall 
results have been found satisfactory.   
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